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Intro Disclaimer

Today’s presentation is for informational purposes 
only and does not constitute medical or treatment 
advice. Every situation is different; if you are in need of 
mental health guidance, please seek the advice of a 
mental health professional. In the case of a MH 
emergency, you can call 1-800-273-TALK.



What is the most prized US virtue?

❏ Tolerance

❏ Intelligence

❏ Hardworking

❏ Empathetic

*Removing moralizing 
from our burnout 
conversations.



Passive Management isn’t working

•Our nervous system is 
constantly pitched into arousal 
mode.

•Counterbalancing this is time 
consuming.



Invalidating 
messages about 
resilience

•Given the nature of modern 
human awareness, finding relief 
from stress now constitutes a 
stressor in and of itself.  The 
standard prescriptions: breathe, 
exercise, meditate, & RELAX can 
in and of themselves spark more 
stress (and self-judgement).   

- Alice Boyes, PhD



The Planning 
Fallacy

“After finally fitting the couch into the car. We decided 
to take a victory picture.”

Sounce: Reddit

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.reddit.com%2Fr%2Ffunny%2Fcomments%2F360usl%2Fafter_finally_fitting_the_couch_in_the_car_we%2F&psig=AOvVaw0i_KoF-hOrnEO_EmVYMuZE&ust=1652623255592000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CA4Q3YkBahcKEwjo4frPk9_3AhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAw


What is Burnout?



Defining Burnout

A syndrome conceptualized as resulting from chronic workplace 
stress that has not been successfully managed, including:

● feelings of energy depletion
● increased negative feelings towards career
● reduced professional productivity

ICD-11; World Health Organization, 2019



Signs of Burnout

● You’re exhausted
● Feel Useless
● You’re cynical
● You’re depressed
● You dread starting work
● Everything irritates you
● Sleep Problems
● Headaches
● GI Distress
● Mind Wandering/attentional dysregulation
● Headaches
● Seeking comforting food, drugs, & distractions



BUT….Many other conditions can cause these 
symptoms.

● Sleep Disorders
● Food Intolerances
● Vitamin Deficiencies
● Untreated Anxiety d/o, depression, PTSD, 

ADHD
● Loneliness
● Unfulfilled in my career
● Others?



Why is it so hard to get out of burnout?

-The solutions don’t fit the problems



Problematic contingencies

● Drivers of Burnout are initially reinforced 
by others.

● Stress is Allostatic.
● Delayed feedback loops
● Reduced efficiency requires longer hours 

for same productivity



The Boom-Bust cycle



Chronic Stress & Performance

Teixeira et al., 2015

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Teixeira%20RR%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25807003


It’s about the 
nature of the 
work not just 
quantity



Myth of 
overcontrol: BUT If 
I were more 
disciplined I could 
fix this.

“What got you here, won’t get you there.”



Myth: I just have to say no more.

DBT Dime game Linehan, 2013



Faking it vs. Getting ok with right now



When you’re unmotivated to do the thing that 
will help…



Burnout is not always 
preventable and not always 
a bad thing.



Key Takeaways

● Active management of your 
emotion & cognitive regulation is 
essential.

● Pause frequently & listen to your 
mental villagers & body 
sensations

● Good sleep & deep connections 
are highly protective.

● Contrary to images on social 
media, mistakes & regrets are 
inevitable. 

Bonnono, 2021



Finding 
professional 
support

Signs you’ve got a good therapist:

○ There was a solid informed consent 
process.

○ They don’t subscribe to cures or toxic 
performance-focused goals.

○ Shares their rationale, discusses 
treatment plan with expected outcomes. 

○ Is reliable and compassionately 
challenges you at times.

○ Does more than ask about your week 
■ Tools + out of session practice.
■ Centers being w/ emotions not just 

analyzing issues
○ Teaches you how to be your own 

therapist.
○ Tracks progress over time



Thanks!

info@greenwellpsychology.com




